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TX:  28.04.11 - Employment Support Allowance

PRESENTER:  WINIFRED ROBINSON


Robinson
Just over a third of people who applied for the new sickness benefit - Unemployment Support Allowance - dropped their claim before they had to undergo the stricter medical assessment.  The assessment has been redesigned to gauge what people can do, rather than what they can't.  The government says the figures, covering more than a million applicants since the new benefit was introduced by Labour in 2008, show that they are right to push ahead with reform.  The Employment Minister Chris Grayling said:  "We now know very clearly that the vast majority of new claimants of sickness benefit are in fact able to return to work."  We asked him on but he couldn't today, so we're discussing the new figures with Matthew Sinclair, the director of the Taxpayers' Alliance - the group which campaigns for lower taxes - and Peter Turville from Oxfordshire Welfare Rights, it offers training courses on benefits and it represents claimants who are rejected in their appeal hearings.

I'd like to ask each of you first of all then what you think the figures that were published this morning actually reveal, Matthew Sinclair.

Sinclair
I think firstly they reveal that there are huge numbers of people who were claiming these - trying to claim these benefits who aren't - who are in the end fit for work or fit to do some work, people who shouldn't be put onto incapacity benefit as almost permanently out of the workforce but should instead be either claiming Job Seekers Allowance or be looking for work again.  And I think the data also shows that that system's getting more reliable.  The number of appeals which are decided in favour of claimants was already falling ahead of reforms which the government has made to make the system more reliable.  So I think it does show those reforms are working and are starting to ensure that those claimants who were not just a burden on taxpayers but were I think resented by lots of more genuine claimants who felt lumped in with people who were claiming the sickness as an alternative to other benefits will start to have that wrong righted.

Robinson
Peter Turville.

Turville
Well it's always been the case that people - about a third of claimants are only on the benefit for a short term because they have a short term illness.  Unless Chris Grayling is suggesting that GPs are suddenly issuing medical certificates to people who are sick this is revealing nothing new, it's always been the case. 

Robinson
So you mean the third who drop out before they get to the medical assessment that has always happened because you don't get the assessment for several weeks and lots of people get better in the interim - is that right?

Turville
That's correct and lots of people have short term illnesses and that has always been part of the system, nothing has changed.

Sinclair
But the fitness - the fit for work assessment, that assessment has changed substantially and that assessment is picking up people every month who shouldn't be going on to this benefit.  And that's in the end - the reform that was being aimed at with ESA by the last government and by this government.

Robinson
So Peter Turville the point there is that if it is the case that a third of people got better before they were assessed what is a fact is that more people are being turned down now at the medical stage because it's looking at what you can do rather than what you can't do.

Turville
But that's just a semantic - no one should think that if the government changes the name of things they're actually changing what happens in practice.  And we're successful in 94% of appeals on the new version of the test which actually is a higher rate than we were under the old version of the test.  One of the problems is...

Robinson
Well sorry let's just examine that claim because what the Department for Work and Pensions figures show is that the majority of people - I think it's six out of 10 people - are losing the claim when they appeal, now you're claiming that 90 odd per cent of cases that you take are winning but I think the difference is that this is where you appear on behalf of somebody at a tribunal, is that right?

Turville
That's correct and national figures from the tribunals service have always shown that if people are represented at hearings - and bearing in mind that in very few parts of the country organisations like us exist - people's chances of success if they're properly represented increase significantly.  At national level, at the moment, it's 67% of people who are represented at hearings are successful and we think that shows that there's a fundamental problem with the way in which the tests are conducted and that's no different to the previous versions of the test.  It's a large waste of public money - the way in which these tests are carried out by the private contractor.

Robinson
Let Matthew Sinclair respond.

Turville
Vulnerable claimants are suffering as a result of this.

Sinclair
The difference between represented and unrepresented claims could easily be a matter of - depending on which way you look at it, either lawyers screening the cases they're going to take on or lawyers creaming off the most promising cases....

Turville
Well we don't do that, we're a charity and we take on all claimants.

Robinson
Let Matthew Sinclair - let Matthew Sinclair make his point Peter please.

Sinclair
That rate is not just - that rate isn't just only six out of 10, in more recent months it's been more like seven in 10 claims have been won by the DWP...

Turville
Now that's not correct.

Sinclair
Sorry it is, it's been steadily rising in February 2010, the most recent data in there, it was 68%...

Robinson
I have also - if I may arbitrate - I have also looked at the figures this morning.  What the Department for Work and Pensions are saying is that the more people appeal - the longer this is up and running the more people appeal the more the tribunals are finding in favour of the Department for Work and Pensions.

Turville
That's not what the tribunal service national statistics say.  And the other point is people do not get representation from lawyers, they're reliant on charities like ourselves to represent them at hearings.  And obviously with cuts to services like Citizens Advice Bureaux and Legal Aid even fewer people will get help to go to tribunals, so large numbers of people are losing out because there's not even proper representation for them at hearings.

Robinson
Peter Turville, could I ask you a question?  How much better off are you a week if you do manage to get employment support allowance, if you're on job seekers allowance?

Turville
Well the basic rate of both benefits is the same - £67.50 a week for a single person over 25.  If you are successful in the test you get an extra £26.75 in the majority of cases.  For those people with the severest conditions known as the support group they would get an extra £32.35 a week.

Robinson
Matthew Sinclair you've no worries really that people are being wrongly turned away through these assessments?

Sinclair
I absolutely am worried but I think some people will always be - some people where that test is done made incorrectly and that's why the appeal system needs to be there.  But there'll always be some kind of error and the question is are we content - are we content with a system where there was a massive error in favour of people remaining on these benefits or do we want to be moving towards having more people being moved on to JSA where there's greater pressure to find work?  And so I think that that was what really needed to happen and what has.

Robinson
We must leave it there because of time constraints but thank you both very much for coming on.  This programme will be looking into these changes in more detail over the coming weeks and we are particularly keen to speak to someone who is or has been an assessor, if you'd like to talk to us please get in touch with us by going to our website.


